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GIRISHK POWER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

DESIGN REPORT
SECTION
1.01

1

-

INTRODUCTION

AUTHORITY
This Design Report for Girishk Power Development

Project has been prepared in partial completion of the

requirements for a Professional Degree in Civil
Engineering for Oregon State University.
Planning, design and construction inspection of
the project facilities described

in this Report were

accomplished by International Engineering Company, Inc.

Construction of the project was performed by
MORRISON -KNUDSEN AFGHANISTAN, Inc. under the terms of an
agreement entered into in June, 1954 with the Royal

Government of Afghanistan.
1.02

SCOPE
The material

in this report on

Girishk Power

Development Project is presented in five sections.
Section

1

-

Presents general information on:

background data; the relationship of the project to
other features in the Helmand Valley Development Program; and project description.

2

Section 2

Presents design criteria and final

-

design of the mechanical features of Girishk Powerplant.

Section

Presents design criteria and final

3 -

design of the electrical features of the powerplant.
Section 4

Presents information on the design

-

of powerplant structural additions,

trashracks, head-

gates, and tailgates.
Section 5

Presents design criteria and final

-

design of switchyard, transmission lines, receiving

.

stations, and distribution systems.

Section

6

Presents work accomplished after

-

design to make a functioning project.

,

1.03

CLIMATOLOGY
In this subsection,

information is presented on

rainfall, temperature, and river flows.
The climate in the Girishk area is of the modified continental desert type, with rainy winters and dry,
hot summers.

All significant precipitation in the region

falls in the form of rain and occurs during the months

from December to May.

January to March rains account for

80 percent of the average annual precipitation of 178

millimeters.
Temperature records for the area have been collected since 1940.

The mean annual temperature of record

3
is

18 degrees Centigrade.

Records reveal a maximum tem-

perature of 45 degrees Centigrade and a minimum temperature of minus six degrees Centigrade.

There has been no

continuous 24 hour recorded period with temperatures

below freezing.
Helmand River flows provide water for power gen-

eration at the Girishk plant by way of Bogra Canal.

Fluctuations of the regulated Helmand River flows, however, will normally have very little effect on operation
of Girishk Powerplant.

Flood protection for the power -

plant is provided by the Bogra Canal headworks structure
for all Helmand River floods except those of very rare

occurrence and catastrophic proportions.
The base flow of the Helmand River has been in-

creased by regulation at Kajakai Dam to where the water
requirements for power can be easily met.
A river gage has been in existence on the Helmand

River near Girishk for a number of years.

The recorded

minimum average daily flow of 10 cubic meters per second
occurred in August 1947.

The maximum flood occurred in

1939 and had an estimated peak of 3960 cubic meters per
second.

According to local reports, both the minimum and

maximum flows recorded were also the extremes which have
occurred during the lifetime of the inhabitants.

4
1.04

HELMAND VALLEY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The Government of Afghanistan initiated a devel-

opment program to improve the economic and living

conditions of the people.

An important

step in the

program was the revitalizing of the Helmand Valley area,
There were three basic steps to the development
program.

The first was to provide a firm water supply

to stimulate and support existing farm units which rely

on river water for irrigation.

The second was to

utilize the increased amount of firm water supply, by

developing economically irrigable land and constructing
major facilities for transporting and supplying the
water.

The third step was to inaugurate a power devel-

opment program to supply the increased electrical energy
demand resulting from the other improvements,
Prior to 1954, three major projects of importance
to the third step of the overall development program were

constructed.

These projects are shown on Exhibit

1

and

briefly described in the following paragraphs,
A.

Kajakai Dam
The Project is located on the Helmand River

approximately 130 kilometers upstream from the confluence
with the Arghandab River.

The dam, as constructed,

5
impounds a reservoir with a gross storage volume of

2.35 cubic kilometers,

Arghandab Dam

B.

The Project

is

located on the Arghandab River

approximately 170 kilometers upstream from the confluence
with the Helmand River.

The reservoir has a gross

storage of 0.5 cubic kilometers.

Bogra Diversion Dam and Main Bogra Canal

C.

The Project lies to the west of the Helmand River.
The diversion structure, which is approximately 60 kilo-

meters upstream from the confluence of the Helmand and
'

Arghandab Rivers, diverts some of the Kajakai regulated
waters of the Helmand River into the main Bogra Canal.
The main Bogra Canal transports this diverted water to
the various usage points.

As part of the original design

and construction of the Main Bogra Canal,

a six meter

drop and powerplant substructure were completed near the
town of Girishk.

1.05

GENERAL DESIGN INFORMATION
Transforming the six meter drop in the main Bogra

Canal into the Girishk Power Development Project involved
plans for coordination of the following three stages:
the first stage was construction prior to 1954; the

6
second stage was construction under the terms of the 1954

contract; and the third stage

is

future construction.

The

scope of this report is limited to those features con-

structed during the second stage.

However, to clarify

the design of some of the features in this report,

a

limited amount of information is also presented in

Section

1

struction.

on first and third stage planning and con-

Particular attention

is

given to the effect

of the first and contemplated third stage planning on

second stage design.
1.06

PROJECT PLANNING
Development of an irrigation canal in the Bogra

area with provisions for a power drop near the upstream
end was first concieved many years ago.

By 1946, prelim-

inary planning and initial construction had been accom-

plished by a team of Japanese engineers and constructors.
In 1946,

the American constructor -engineer team

of Morrison -Knudsen Afghanistan,

Inc.,

and

International

Engineering Company, Inc., was assigned the job of

completing the Bogra Canal Development.
.

By 1954, approx-

imately 32 kilometers of Main Bogra Canal was completed
for irrigation water supply.

In addition,

the previously

mentioned dams, the Bogra diversion structure and the
drop structure near Girishk, were completed.

7

A review of first stage planning assumptions was
made when design of the second stage was initiated.

The

most important consideration was applicability of first
stage assumptions under second stage conditions.

Four

of the principal items considered were:
1.

Is

hydroelectrical development more econo-

mical than thermal development in

Afghanistan
2.

?

What is the maximum economical power
potential at the Girishk site

3.

Are the number and size of units previously

selected, the best choice
4.

?

Can the project cost be reduced by providing

A.

7

an outdoor type

installation

?

Hydro Versus Steam in Afghanistan
The possibility of supplying all or part of the

Girishk power load by thermal plants was studied. Results
of the study revealed that hydro generation at the
.

Girishk plant plus the transmission line to outlying
receiving stations was more economical than thermal
plants, on the basis of unit cost per generated kilowatt.
B.

Potential Power
At the Girishk site, the expected net head is

about 7.6 meters while the maximum canal capacity is

8

75 cubic meters per second.

site, therefore,

is

The potential power of the

about 7400 horsepower.

units operating near best gate position,

With turbine

the expected

turbine output is about 6600 horsepower.
Studies of the installation revealed that two
units,

each rated 2200 horsepower, could be operated near

rated capacity with no modifications to the basic existing facilities.

Original planning also provided for

installation of a third unit,

if

in

the future it

is

deemed desirable to fully develop the site potential.
C.

Number and Size of Units Selected
Based on the 6600 horsepower and standard effi-

ciencies, as previously selected, the potential total
plant electrical capacity was determined to be 4500 kilo-

volt- amperes at 0.8 power factor.
Studies were then conducted to determine the size
and number of units that should be provided to develop

the site capability.

Three turbine generating units were

selected for the following reasons:
1.

A combination of three unit bays and two

irrigation by -pass bays would fit in the normal canal
width.
2.

Three units were considered to be better than

two units because of flexibility of operation.

With one

unit out of service for repairs or maintenance, the plant

9

is

ultistill capable of operating at two -thirds of the

mate capacity.

In addition, the

individual units can be

operated closer to the rated load.
3.

Three units were considered to be better than

four units for three reasons:
(a)

With the same total rated output, four
units would cost more than three units.

(b)

Four units would have required widening
the existing canal.

(c)

Very little additional flexibility would
be achieved by increasing from three to

four units.
For these reasons, generating units of 1500 kilo-

volt- amperes and turbines of 2200 horsepower capacity
were selected.

The Government decided that two units

third
should be installed at the present time and the
unit at some time in the future.
D.

Reduction of Project Cost By Outdoor Versus
Indoor Type Installation
When the Girishk Power Development phase of the

were given to
1954 contract was initiated instructions

keep the project cost at an absolute minimum.

To comply

with the instructions,re- evaluations of the powerplant
structure and type of unit housing were made.

10
The original

plan had been to utilize two lower

galleries for housing facilities for permanent personnel.
Re- evaluation showed that project costs could be reduced

by using the lower two galleries for electrical and

mechanical equipment and requiring permanent personnel to
supply their own housing.

Separate metal enclosures were

supplied for the generator units for outdoor installation.

By adopting these modifications, the bridge crane and
expensive supporting structure originally planned could
be replaced by a comparatively inexpensive gantry crane.

Only minor structural additions would be required to make
the existing facilities usable.

Based on the results of the re- evaluation, plans
for the indoor type powerplant were discarded and the

outdoor type installation adopted.

1.07

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A complete project description would necessarily

include a description of Bogra Diversion Dam; Main Bogra
Canal; Girishk power drop structure;

automatic wasteway;

and those features designed, constructed,

under the 1954 contract.

and installed

Consequently, only a brief

description of these facilities constructed prior to
1954 is presented.

11

A.

Pre -1954 Contract Features

Those features constructed prior to 1954 are
located as shown on Exhibit 2.

In downstream order of

occurrence, the features are: Bogra Diversion Dam; Main

Bogra Canal; Girishk power drop and substructure; and
automatic wasteway.

Bogra Diversion Dam consists primarily of a rock fill embankment section, an uncontrolled spillway section,
a gated sluiceway structure with fixed -wheel gates and

manually operated gantry crane, and a canal headworks
structure.

The canal headworks structure has four 7.62

by 1.65 meter water passages provided with individual

tainter gates.

The water passages were designed to pass

75 cubic meters per second when the pool water surface

was at Elevation 827.0 with a maximum drop of 0.2 meters

through the structure.
The Main Bogra Canal from Station

1

+ 350 to

Station 5 + 700 has a design prism capacity of 75 cubic
meters per second. From Station

5+734

to Station

10+917,

the design prism capacity is 90 cubic meters per second.
The Girishk Power drop and substructure,
at

located

Station 5 + 700, consists of three unit bays and two,

irrigation water, by -pass bays.
Numbers

1

Flow through unit bays

and 2 is controlled by turbine wicket gates.

In unit bay Number 3,

the hole provided for future

12

installation of a turbine
plate.

is

now capped with a steel

Flow through the irrigation by -pass bays

lated by individual tainter gates.

is

regu-

Each by -pass bay

opening has a maximum capacity of approximately 50 cubic

meters per second. For ease of reference, concrete placed

prior to 1954, as shown on Exhibits

3

and 4 is drawn with

lighter lines than concrete placed under the 1954 contract.
The automatic wasteway structure at Station
10

+ 917

is

provided with two water passages equipped
The water passages have a combined

with automatic gates.

total capacity of 90 cubic meters per second.
B.

Features Designed, Constructed, And Installed
Under Terms of The 1954 Contract
The main features constructed under terms of the

1954 contract consisted of: powerplant;

switchyard,

transmission line; receiving stations; and distribution
systems.

Powerplant

-

The principal items

in the power -

plant are the two hydraulic turbine driven generating
units.

Each turbine

is

a fixed -blade propeller type,

rated 2200 horsepower at a design head of 7.5 meters and
187.5 revolutions per minute.

Alternating current gener-

ators are direct -connected to the turbines.

Each gener-

ator is a vertical shaft, water wheel- driven type, rated

13

1500 kilovolt- amperes at 0.8 power factor.

units are supplied with control, metering,

Generating
and other

associated equipment and connect onto the generator voltage bus system in the metalclad switchgear.

Station

service equipment includes station service transformers
supplied from the bus, control center, and other miscellaneous equipment for power uses.
is

A direct current system

provided for annunciation and control of the various

safety devices.
Included as mechanical equipment

plant besides the turbines, are:

in the

power -

governors, gantry crane,

insulating oil system, lubricating oil system, raw water
system, fire protection system, domestic water system,

cooling water system, compressed air system, ventilating
system, plumbing and drainage, gaging facilities and

emergency diesel engine- driven generating set.
Structural features in the powerplant include the
structural concrete additions, headgates and tailgates for
dewatering, and trashracks for protection of the turbines.

Switchyard

-

Power to the switchyard

is

trans-

mitted through cables installed in underground duct
systems which connect the powerplant bus to the low side
of the step -up transformers.

provided.

Each

is

Three transformers are

a single phase oil- filled transformer,

rated 1000 kilovolt- amperes.

These 50 cycle units

14

transform the 3.3 kilovolt bus voltage to 44 kilovolts
for transmission.

Air disconnect switches, grounding and other

protective devices are provided in the switchyard.

switchyard area is surfaced with gravel and

is

The

completely

enclosed by a chain -link fence.
Transmission Line

Approximately 73 kilometers

-

of 44 kilovolt transmission line was installed.

The

conductor is a stranded aluminum cable, steel reinforced,
Number Two American Wire Gage, composed of six strands of

aluminum and one strand of steel.

The conductor is

strung on poles of various sizes, types and dimensions,

dependent upon location and duty.

Receiving Stations

In all,

-

stations were designed and equipped.

five receiving
The receiving

stations were similarly equipped except for capacity of
transformers and number of 3.3 kilovolt feeders being
supplied from the station.

Transformers were sized

according to estimated loads and vary from 100 to 1,000
kilovolt -amperes.

All the transformers are three phase,

50 cycle and step the voltage down from 44 to 3.3 kilo-

volts.

Locations and names of the receiving stations are

shown on Exhibit 2.

Distribution Systems

-

One or more distribution

15
systems are fed from each receiving station.

The systems

have primary and secondary distribution lines with their
extent dependent upon demand.

system

is

At various

Generally the entire

aerial, with conductors supported on poles.
load centers, standard distribution type oil

-

filled transformers step the voltage down from 3.3 kilo-

volts to 240 volts, single phase, or 416 wye, three phase,
for distribution as may be required.

16

GIRISHK POWER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
DESIGN REPORT
SECTION

2 -

MECHANICAL DESIGN

GENERAL

2.01

Presented in this section of the design report is

information on design and selection of turbines, and
those appurtenances which are considered to be a part of
the mechanical features of the power development project.

Included are subsections on: turbines, governors, gantry
crane,

insulating oil system,

lubricating oil system, raw

water system, fire protection system, domestic water
system, cooling water system, compressed air system,

ventilating system, plumbing and drainage, gaging facilities and emergency diesel engine -driven generating

2.02

set.

TURBINES
A.

Type
Studies were made to determine the type of tur-

bine most suitable for existing head and expected load
and flow conditions in the canal.

The average net

effective head of 7.6 meters and canal type installation
led to selection of a propeller type turbine.

This type of turbine

adjustable blades.

is

available with fixed or

The fixed blade type was chosen for

17

the following reasons:
1.

More economical with regard to both initial

cost and maintenance,
2.

More reliable and simpler in operation and

construction.
3.

Where water conservation is a factor, the

higher efficiency of the adjustable blade type
advantage.

At present,

is

an

there is no need to conserve

water at the site as flow past the plant for irrigation
demands will ultimately exceed power demands.

In the

interim, any excess water drawn from the river for power

can be diverted back into the Helmand River below the
plant.
B.

Rating
Total canal design discharge is 2600 cubic feet

per second.

With this discharge and a net effective head

of 7.62 meters,

the site was found to be capable of deve-

loping 6600 horsepower at an expected turbine efficiency
of 90 percent.

The unit speed of a turbine

responsibility of the manufacturer.

is

primarily the

His values of 694

for specific speed and 187.5 for synchronous speed were

checked, however, by standard turbine equations.
One of the equations

is:

18

N =

NsH5/4

-/17115

Where HP = horsepower per unit (2,200)
N

= Synchronous speed

Ns = Specific speed for a propeller

wheel (694)
H

= 7.62 meters

All parts of the turbine are designed to safely

withstand stresses resulting from operation at runaway
speed which has a rated value of 364 revolutions per
minute.

Maximum unit stresses at runaway speed are de-

signed to be less than two -thirds of the yield point.
C.

Turbine Unit Construction
Split Stay Ring

-

The unit sub -assembly includes

a bottom plate, outer crown plate and guide vanes,
each

designed to support specific loads.

The plates are

fabricated of semi -steel and were split vertically in
order to conform with shipping restrictions.

Note: (Two systems of measure are used in the
report because all drawings furnished
the field were to be in metric system
by contract terms while information

specifically supplied to the procurement
section in the United States was issued
in the English system.)
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The bottom plate is ribbed and suitable bolt

holes provided for anchoring to the concrete floor. Grout
and air vent holes are also provided to aid satisfactory

embedding of the plate.

Screw jacks and jacking pads are

furnished to facilitate field erection.

The lower part

of the plate is machined for mating with the discharge

ring.

The outer crown plate is accurately machined to

provide a close fitting with the inner crown plate.

Both

the outer crown plate and the bottom plate are bushed to

receive the stems of twenty wicket gates.

Guide vanes

are positioned to rigidly connect both plates.

Integral fabrication of the stay ring is usually

considered to be a more acceptable design.

However, with

this particular unit, fabrication in sections was necessary due to shipping limitations.
Inner Crown Plate

turbine head cover

is

-

The inner crown plate or

fabricated of semi -steel, sub-

stantially ribbed and stiffened to ensure adequate support for the gate ring and main guide bearing.
is

The plate

machined to receive the gate ring, main bearing and

outer crown plate,

An opening through the plate
air at atmospheric pressure

is

provided to allow

to enter and reduce the pos-

sibility of negative pressure occurring within the head

20
cover.

Discharge Ring And Liner
flanged,

-

The semi -steel,

discharge ring extends below the stay ring to

meet the draft tube.

The upper flange

is

faced for

bolting to the bottom plate of the stay ring and the
lower flange supports the draft tube.

The interior of the discharge ring

is

machined to

receive and support the ring liner which encircles the
runner blades.

The liner is bored rather than cast to

obtain close running clearance over the blades.
Draft Tube

-

The vertical conical type of draft

tube was selected because of its superior adaptability to
an open flume
of design.

arrangement for the turbine and for economy

Fabrication

is

of rolled steel welded plates

with stiffeners welded to the segments to ensure rigidity.
The draft tube top is flanged for mating with the

discharge ring and the tube inside diameter coincides
with that of the liner bore.

From the flanged top, the

draft tube diameter flares to a larger bottom diameter.

Gate Operating Mechanism -

The wicket gate

operating mechanism receives power from the governor

servomotor through a vertical shaft fitted with a lever arm and two horizontal connecting rods.
Design of the gate operating ring allows the
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position of any gate to be adjusted independently of all
others for close contact in closed position.

The gate

ring and each gate stem is connected by linkages.

gate linkage contains a breaking element.
is

Each

This element

sufficiently strong to withstand normal operating

forces but will break if a gate becomes blocked. Failure
of one breaking element will not interfere with the

proper functioning of the gate ring or remaining linkages.

Wicket Gates

-

Twenty wicket gates are provided

for control of the water passage of each turbine unit.

The gates are fabricated from semi -steel, a very high

grade pure cast

iron,

and rotate about steel rod

stems.

Gates and stems are accurately machined to permit the
interchange of gates.

Provision

is

made for the vertical adjustment of

gates between the bottom plate and outer crown plate of
the stay ring.

Grease -lubricated bronze bearings for the

gates are provided and each gate is supported with a

bronze thrust bearing.
Runner

-

The one piece, fixed -blade, clockwise

rotating propeller type runner

is

fabricated of cast

steel with a flanged hub accurately machined to fit with
the lower end of the turbine shaft.

The

lower end of the

runner hub is also flanged to fit a steel plate deflector.
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The runner has six blades, accurately machined

for proper running clearance in the discharge ring liner.

Any three of the runner blades are capable of supporting
the total weight of a runner and turbine shaft together.

This feature permits setting of a runner on a flat surface without danger of deforming the blades.

The runner was subjected to a static balancing
test.

Dynamic balancing was not required due to the low

speed of the unit.

In setting of the runner,

consider-

ation was given to the factory tests which indicated the
most desirable elevation resulting in the

least amount of

pitting due to cavitation.

Shaft -

The turbine shaft is of forged open -

hearth carbon steel and

is

made in two sections.

Each

section is flanged at both ends, for fitting to each
other, the runner hub and the generator shaft.

In order

to keep the gantry crane height to a practical minimum,

the

length of each shaft section was limited to the same

length as the generator shaft.
The shaft is accurately machined to proportions

that will transmit rated horsepower at rated speed within

allowable normal working stresses.

A polished finish

is

applied to that part of the shaft located in the main
guide bearing.
Main Guide Bearing

-

The main guide bearing is

t'
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of the split -sleeve, babbitt type contained in a cast

steel

split barrel.

The bearing is supported and held

in alignment on the shaft by the

inner crown plate which

machined to receive the barrel.

is

cation

is

Forced feed lubri-

provided.

Protection against the entry of water and abrasive sediment is afforded by; provision of adjustable

packing boxes with hydraulic packing, and a sand shield
affixed to the shaft.

A warning device for overheating of the bearing
is

provided by a remote indicating thermometer with alarm

contacts.

Vacuum Breaker

-

A vacuum breaker valve,

stalled in the air admission line,
inner crown plate.

The breaker,

is

in-

mounted on the

in operation,

helps to

increase efficiency of the turbine and reduce the possi-

bility of low pressures conducive to cavitation.
The breaker is actuated by an arm on the gate
ring and is normally set to open at about 20 percent of
full gate opening.

However, adjustment can be made for

opening between 20 and 40 percent of full opening.
2.03

GOVERNORS
Regulation of turbine speed at varying load con-

ditions

is

affected by a governor which controls movement
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of the wicket gates.

Operating connection between the

governor servomotor and the turbine gate ring

is

made

through a vertical gate shaft, lever arm and horizontal
connecting rods.

Rated capacity of each governor is

2,200 meter -kilograms, which

is

sufficient to operate the

gates through complete opening or closing stroke in a

minimum time of three seconds.
A device for reducing the rate of closure from
speed no load position of the servomotor piston to fully

closed position

is

provided.

Speed droop is adjustable

from zero to five percent.
Controlling devices on the governor include; a
synchronizing motor, provision for manual control of the
wicket gates, and a solenoid device for automatic shut
down.

The solenoid can also be manually operated and

requires manual resetting before the wicket gates can be
re- opened.
Oil supplied under pressure to each governor

is

provided by a rotary gear pump unit complete with sump
tank and a pressure tank with a rated pressure of 14

kilograms per square centimeter.

The pumping unit is

fitted with standard control and safety devices.

2.04

GANTRY CRANE
A crane was provided with sufficient capacity for

the largest standard assemblage of turbine, generator and
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appurtenant equipment.

The gantry type of crane was also

selected as suitable for the necessary travel required to

service headgates,

tailgates and generating units.

For reasons of economy in operation and simplicity of design,

vided.

a hand -operated crane

The superstructure

is

and hoist were pro-

of riveted and welded steel

construction and travels along steel rails propelled by
two manually- operated sprocket type reduction units

directly connected to the wheel shafts.
Structure and hoist design involved consideration of the maximum weight to be handled.
The generator rotor and shaft assemblage weigh
13,000 kilograms and is the heaviest single piece of

equipment to be handled by the gantry crane.
rails were positioned

The crane

in a manner to distribute the

load

of the rotor evenly over all four crane legs.

A 14,500 kilogram capacity trolley type hoist was
found to be adequate.

The trolley hoist

is

suspended

from an "I" beam located at the apex of the superstructure.
The largest unbalanced load was the tailgate
which, although weighing 5,000 kilograms, is

suspended

approximately six meters past the downstream leg of the
gantry crane.

The "I" beam support was reinforced by

braces to take the weight and a concrete counter balance
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was designed for placement on the upstream gantry crane
leg truck to offset the unbalanced force.

2.05

INSULTATING OIL SYSTEM
An insulating oil system is provided for storage,

cleaning and replenishing oil for the oil insulated
transformers

Transformers require a

in the system.

highly refined very pure light petroleum oil, with a
high dielectric strength.
Supply and return lines connect the 2,500 liter
oil storage tank to the transformers.

hose connections

is

A manifold with

provided near the storage tank for

filling or draining and for circulating oil through the
filter press as required.
A portable filter press was selected to permit

cleaning of oil at the transformer sites as well as in
the power plant.

The filter press has a capacity of 10

gallons per minute and contains pumping equipment for

circulation of oil through filter and transformer or
storage tank.

A drying oven

is

provided for drying of

filter elements.
2.06

LUBRICATING OIL SYSTEM
The lubricating oil system satisfies minimum

operational requirements.

The turbine lubrication system
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is a

The

combined self -contained and forcefeed system.

generator Kingsbury thrust bearing

is

set

in an oil

Oil storage is by drums and filling is manual.

bath.

The

portable filter press can be utilized for filtering of
lubrication oil by reducing the number of filter papers
through which the oil must pass.

2.07

RAW WATER SYSTEM

Water

is

drawn through three intake headers from

the three unit forebays to a common manifold.

From the

manifold, water is drawn through a basket type strainer.
The strainer

is

of the duplex type to allow cleaning of

the screens without
are

interrupting service.

Pressure gages

installed in the line at the inlet and outlet sides

of the strainer.

Pressure drop across the strainer

indicates the need for screen changing and cleaning.

After passing through the strainer the raw water
line is divided.

One branch supplies a battery of cool-

ing water pumps and the other a fire water pump.

Between

the bifurcation and the fire pump is a connection

supplying two raw water pumps.
The raw water pumps are horizontal, centrifugal,

monobloc types with end suction, rated 40 gallons per
minute at total design head of 40 meters and four kilograms per square centimeter pressure.

Though less rugged
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than many other types, this particular type pump was

selected as being the most economical one capable of performing the required duties.

The pump discharge

lines

are designed to be interconnected through a valved by-

pass which would allow the system to operate with either

pump shut down.
The

raw water line continues from the pumps to a

pressure tank.

The 530 liter capacity pressure tank is

provided to control the system pressure between the range
of 3 to 4 kilograms per square centimeter.

Between the

pumps and the pressure tank is provided a hypochlorinator
and a cross -connection with the fire water system.

Connection of raw water system to the fire water
system through a one way valve allows utilization of the
raw water pump as standby capacity for the fire system.
2.08

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM
Investigation was made of two standard fire

protection systems for use in the powerplant.

Comparison

between a carbon dioxide system and a water system indicated selection of water for the following reasons:
1.

is

Cost of a comparable carbon dioxide system

several times that of a water system.
2.

Size of the units does not justify an

expensive and complicated protection system such as
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carbon dioxide.
For the fire water system,

a pump of the hori-

zontal, centrifugal type was selected.

The pump has a

rating of 150 gallons per minute at a total design head
of 84 meters and 8.5 kilograms per square centimeter

pressure.

The type of pump selected has the desirable

characteristic of small variation in pressure over a
large range.

Only one fire pump was considered neces-

sary as standby service is performed by the raw water
pumps through the cross -connection.

A check valve is

provided to prevent discharge of water from the fire
pump into the domestic supply system.
The fire water pump is connected with a fog

nozzle ring header inside the generator housing.

Fog

nozzles were selected as being the most effective means
to quench fires with water.

The fine spray emitted by

a fog nozzle covers a wider surface and provides a more

effective heat removal than jetted water.
Manual operation of the fog nozzles was provided

instead of automatic control on this particular unit to
save cost.

This was considered warranted because of the

auxiliary warning system supplied.
In the pipe

line between the pump and header,

drops to hose outlets
provided.

and auxiliary fire hydrants

are

The number and location of fire hydrants
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provide total fire hose coverage inside the powerplant.
Hydrant connections are fitted with two -way nozzles

adaptable for fog or stream, as required.

2.09

DOMESTIC WATER SYSTEM
Pressure for the domestic water system

vided by the raw water pumps.

is

pro-

After passing through the

pumps, the water is treated by a hypochlorinator and then

passes through a hydropneumatic pressure tank and sand
filter.
The hypochlorinator is designed to proportion the

amount of chlorine injection to the rate of flow of water.
It

consists of an automatic, electrically operated,

chemical pump with rated capacity of 227 liters per 24
hours at four kilograms per square centimeter water pressure and includes a chemical solution crock of 38 liter

capacity.

The chemical pump is

interconnected to act

automatically with starting and stopping of the raw water
pumps.

Actuation of a raw water pump will start the

chemical pump which in turn injects a chlorine solution
into the pipe line feeding the pressure tank.

When the

raw water pumps stop the chemical pump stops.
The pneumatic pressure tank is designed primarily
as a system balancing reservoir,

but also acts as a

retention tank for mixing the chlorine and water. Another
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benefit is that suspended matter in the water will normally have time to sink to the tank bottom.

The tank is

provided with a cock to drain off the collected sediment.
Final removal of suspended matter is effected by
the sand filter leaving relatively clear water available

for domestic uses.

An orifice plate set into the line

limits flow through the filter to nine gallons per

minute.

Distilled water for batteries

is

produced by

distilling domestic water in an electrically heated
automatic water still provided for the purpose.

The

still has a capacity of one gallon per hour and is an

extra heavy duty model suitable for hard water.

2.10

COOLING WATER SYSTEM
The cooling water system is designed to furnish

and circulate water to the generator air coolers and

thrust bearings.

Water drawn from the manifold

is

pres-

surized by three horizontal, split case, centrifugal
pumps rated 75 gallons per minute at three kilograms per
square centimeter pressure.

During normal operation,

each generator can be supplied by one pump.

pump is provided as an emergency unit.

The third

Ultimate expan-

sion will require the services of a fourth pump for the

third unit.

Pump discharge

lines are interconnected to
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allow supplying any generator from any one pump.
Supply requirements for each generator, as established by the manufacturer, are 72 gallons per minute to
the air coolers and three gallons per minute to the

thrust bearing.

Thermocouples are provided in each sup-

ply line and on discharge lines from the air cooler and
thrust bearing coils.
2.11

COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM
Two receiver mounted air compressors were select-

ed for this system.

Each two -stage compressor has a

capacity of 24 cubic feet per minute at seven kilograms
per square centimeter.

Horizontal

receiver tanks of 302

liter capacity are also provided.

An automatic pressure switch presents development
of excess pressures by the compressor.

The switch will

also stop the compressor after a period of operation to
prevent damage to the compressor should a leak occur in
the system.

2.12

VENTILATING SYSTEM
A ventilating system for the powerplant was

designed to provide circulation of clean air, primarily
to avoid the possibility of damage to equipment from dust

particles carried by the air.

Based on size and
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arrangement of the plant and four complete air changes
per hour, the total air intake required was found to be

7,500 cubic feet per minute.
Two package ventilating units, complete with fans
and filters and suitable for future addition of water

cooling coils were selected for simplicity of installation and economy.

One unit is designed to supply

4,500 cubic feet per minute to the mechanical gallery
and the other unit to supply 3,000 cubic feet per minute
to the electrical gallery.

For system air pressure balance approximately
80 percent of the supply is exhausted through two

powered roof ventilators.

The 20 percent provides for

positive pressure to guard against infiltration of unfiltered air into the powerplant from open doors and
windows.

2.13

PLUMBING AND DRAINAGE
A comprehensive system was designed to furnish

adequate water drainage and provide minimum facilities
for plant personnel.
a

Modern plumbing facilities include

lavatory, shower and service sink, all supplied with

domestic water.
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2.14

GAGING FACILITIES
Two gage boards are furnished for indirect in-

dication of headwater and tailwater levels inside the
powerplant.

The gage boards are identical except for

elevation indicator numerals.
Both gages are operated by floats located inside
steel pipe float wells.
to the

2.15

The float devices are attached

indicators on the boards by a system of pulleys.

EMERGENCY DIESEL ENGINE- DRIVEN GENERATOR
Due to the

initial

isolation of the plant and

system, a power source independent of the main generator

units was provided.

Cooling water, fire water and

governor oil pumps as well as necessary lighting facilities are examples of the features which might require

emergency power if the main generators were not operating.

Calculation of the minimum basic load requirements

for plant start up indicated that a total emergency

supply of 25 kilowatts would be required.
Several alternate methods of furnishing emergency

power were considered.

Provision of direct current sup-

ply would have required costly duplication of motors.

Providing a portable unit from outside the project was

considered impractical due to the time and distance
factors involved for the isolated plant.

The possible
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installation of a turbine generating unit for station
service use would have required increasing the size of
the powerplant structure.

Combined with building costs,

the high output cost of a small hydro unit were suffi-

cient cause for rejecting the plan.

Selection of the most desirable method was

eventually resolved to a choice between a gasoline
engine- driven and a diesel engine- driven package type,
generating unit.

Initial

installation cost of the gaso-

line engine plus fuel and maintenance costs were found

to be greater than the comparable costs for a diesel

unit.

Furthermore, a gasoline engine

is

normally less

reliable than a diesel and gas presents a greater fire
hazard than diesel.
a diesel

Therefore, preference was given to

engine- driven generating unit for the instal-

lation.

The selected diesel engine -driven generator is
of standard design and

is

equipped with batteries for

starting.

Battery starting at this installation was considered to be more reliable than a starting motor
operating from the powerplant air supply.

equipment for the diesel
1.

oil filters,

Auxiliary

included the following:

Fuel oil day tank, fuel

injection pump and

lubricating oil filter and air cleaner.
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2.

and a wall

Duct connection between the diesel radiator
louver to provide air intake for radiator

cooling.
3.

Exhaust muffler installed inside the power -

plant building with an insulated exhaust pipe extending

through an outside wall.

Installation includes a

flexible connector in the pipe to dampen vibration.
4.

Emergency and safety features,

including

alarm and shutdown devices for low lubricating oil pressure and high Jacket water temperature.

An overspeed

safety stop in case of governor failure is also provided.
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GIRISHK POWER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
DESIGN REPORT
SECTION 3
3.01

-

ELECTRICAL DESIGN

GENERAL
This section of the report presents information

on design and selection of; generators, switchgear and

associated features considered to be a part of the electrical design of Girishk Powerplant.

The switchyard,

.

transmission lines, receiving stations and distribution
systems are treated separately in Section 5.
3.02

GENERATORS
The design function of the engineer is to estab-

lish the criteria for acceptable performance of the unit,

evaluate conformance with acceptability by control tests
and coordinate the unit with other equipment and features

that are a part of the power development project.

The

unit output, operating characteristics and some of the

other specifically desirable characteristics as well as

limitations are presented to the manufacturer by the

engineer in the specifications.

For the Girishk genera-

tors, some of the more important items specified were:
a.

Capacity

b.

Power Factor
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c,

Line Voltage

d.

Phases

e.

Frequency

f.

Speed

g.

Short Circuit Ratio

h.

Preferred Excitation Voltage

i.

Exciter Response Ratio

J.

Rotation

k.

Flywheel Effect

1.

Overspeed

The following paragraphs in this subsection

present information on these items to illustrate the
principles of engineering feasibility and economy used in
the generator selection.
A.

Capacity
Determination of site capability and output of

the individual

this report.

turbine units was presented earlier in
An expected generator efficiency of 94 per-

cent was estimated from data on similar type and size

units presently in operation.

Based on these consider-

ations, the required electrical output value of 1500

kilovolt- amperes at 0.8 power factor was supplied to the
generator manufacturer for sizing the units.
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B.

Power Factor
Normal system load in the project area is expect-

ed

initially to consist mostly of a lighting type with a

power factor between the limits of 0.8 lagging and unity.
The power factor rating of a generator is designed to

compensate for the system demand and was specified to be
variable between the limits of 0.8 lagging and unity.
In the future,

the demand on the system could

change due to an influx of commercial
value less than 0.8 lagging.

load and reach a

Providing greater correc-

tive capacity in the original generator was not con-

sidered warranted because of the resulting increase in
cost.

Generally, specifying a unit with a power factor

of 0.75 would result

in a one percent

cost, 0.70 in a three percent

percent increase.

increase in unit

increase and 0.65 in a six

A power factor of between 0.8 lagging

and unity is considered to be standard for the particular

size and type of unit.

This value of power factor,

therefore, was selected as adequate and resulted in mini-

mum feature cost.
C.

Line Voltage

An output voltage of 3.3 kilovolts was selected
to meet existing

Afghanistan standards.

By complying

with standards in the area, standard existing facilities

Lo
and equipment may be used with no expensive modifica-

tions.

The 3.3 kilovolts

is

based on European standard,

and not American standard of 2.4 kilovolts.

As most of

the equipment was purchased in America, the difference in

voltage standards resulted in a slightly increased cost
of the equipment.

ever,

From an overall cost standpoint, how-

the increase is negligible.

The higher voltage

resulted in a copper saving of about three percent.

In

the future, when replacement equipment and associated

gear have to be obtained, saving will be made because
the items can be purchased from local markets.
D.

Phases
Three phase is an international standard which

combines utility and flexibility to supply an optimum
number and type of uses and was, therefore, selected.
E.

Frequency
Frequency, in a similar manner to output line

voltage, was selected to comply with the Afghanistan
standard of 50 cycles rather than the American standard
of 60 cycles.

The main purpose for doing this was to

simplify adapting of equipment requiring electric power
which is presently available in Afghanistan and reduce
future procurement cost of equipment.
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F.

Speed
The speed of the turbine, as previously discussed

indicated an economical value of 187.5 revolutions per
minute.

The frequency and speed set the number of poles

From the relationship; Number

required on the generator.
of Poles equals

120 times the Frequency divided by the

Speed of the unit, the number of poles was set at 32.
G.

Short Circuit Ratio

A short -circuit ratio may be defined as the ratio
of the field current required to produce

rated armature

voltage at no load to the field current required to

circulate rated armature current with the armature short circulated.

Normally, the cost of the unit

unity in values of short -circuit ratio
above.

At the same time,

reduced as a reduction

is

is

is

reduced as

approached from

static stability is also
made on short -circuit ratio.

Because of these two factors, an economic selection was
made to determine how much the short -circuit ratio could
be reduced and still have a reasonable degree of sta-

bility with the voltage regulator provided.

These

studies resulted in selection of a short -circuit ratio
of 1.0.
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H.

Preferred Excitation Voltage

Excitation voltage was specified at a preferred
value of 125 volts direct current.

This value was

selected on the basis of standard American practice.
I.

Exciter Response Ratio
The exciter response ratio is a measure of the

rate of increase or decrease of the excitation voltage
due to a sudden

load change.

Values of 0.5 or less are

standard and result in no additional cost for the unit.

Higher values of the exciter response ratio proportionately increase the cost of the exciter.

For the Girishk

installation, the advantage gained through an increase
in the exciter response ratio is not

considered to

warrant the additional cost and, consequently, a value
of 0.5 was selected.

J.

Rotation
The rotation of the generator rotor is determined

by turbine requirements.

The arrangement of the distrib-

utor and approach conditions resulted in selection of a

clockwise rotation of the turbine.
generator rotor, therefore, was

clockwise.

The rotation

also specified as

of

the
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K.

Flywheel Effect
The total flywheel effect or Wr2 value is pro-

vided partially by the turbine and partially by the gen-

erator.

The turbine manufacturer determines the amount

which can be economically provided by the turbine.

The

The minimum

remainder must be supplied in the generator.

total flywheel effect required is based on providing

desirable operating characteristics
ator units.

of the turbo- gener-

The minimum amount for each turbo -generator

unit was found to be 12,000 kilograms -meter2.

The tur-

bine provided 1,000 kilograms -meter2 and the remaining

11,000 kilograms -meter2 had to be supplied by the generator.

Approximately 8,000 kilograms- meter2

is

the

standard amount provided with a 1,500 kilovolt- amperes

generator unit.

An additional 3,000 kilograms -meter2

had to be built into each generator unit to obtain the

required flywheel effect.
L.

Overspeed
Overspeed for the unit

synchronous speed.

is

any speed greater than

The maximum overspeed is governed by

the head and size of turbine opening.

With no load on

the generator unit, 8.4 meters head across the turbine,

and no wicket gate control,

the turbine manufacturer

evaluated the maximum overspeed at 364 revolutions per
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minute.

The generator, therefore, had to be designed and

built to withstand a speed of at least 364 revolutions
per minute.

At no additional cost, generator manufac-

turers will provide protection against damage from an

overspeed of twice the normal speed.

The generator over -

speed specified, therefore, was 375 revolutions per
minute.

GENERATOR AUXILIARIES

3.03

Of the many generator auxiliaries, the two most

important items are the exciter and the voltage regulator.
A.

Exciter
Each generator

is

supplied with a direct

connected main exciter that

is

designed to supply contin-

uously the maximum excitation requirements of the generator field system.

A direct connected type was specified

so that the exciter could be

ator housing,

installed within the gener-

thereby eliminating the cost of a separate

exciter housing.
The specified excitation voltage and exciter

response ratio have been covered in the preceding subsection.

The current rating was specified to be 110 per-

cent of the maximum requirement of the generator field

when the generator voltage

is

at

120 percent of the
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normal voltage.
To reduce the height at which the crane must be

mounted, the main exciter was specified to be driven from
a stub shaft bolted to the main

shaft of the unit.

A power supply must be provided for the field of
the main exciter.

The full power can be supplied direct-

ly to the main exciter

or a small portion of the total

power can be supplied to a pilot exciter which, in turn,
will provide the full power required to the main

exciter.

Because there was no reliable outside source

of power,

a self- exciter was specified.

The manufacturer

provided a self- excited pilot exciter with a direct connected main exciter.
B.

Voltage Regulator
Selection of the voltage regulator provided was

left to the generator manufacturer subject to specified

restrictions.

An automatic rather than a manual regula-

tor was specified because of inherent problems encoun-

tered in multi -unit operation.

Control of the system

voltage by manual operation of the rheostat

is

much less

satisfactory than control by automatic regulation.

With

manual regulation the operator must be continually on
the alert for any load change and must adjust immediately when a change occurs.

When two or more units are

supplying the power, load changes require adjustment of
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both units.

The potential damage to the system and

equipment from overvoltage, overcurrent or undervoltage
is

much greater when the human element

manual regulation,

is

present.

With

inattentiveness by one individual

could cause severe damage to the entire system.

With automatic regulation, the correct adjustments are made on both units with voltage sensing

device and the cross current compensator.

In addition,

the automatic unit can hold the voltage change within a

tolerance of one half of one percent during any change
in

load within the limitations

3.04

of the equipment.

SWITCHGEAR
Studies revealed that a single bus switching

system would be more economical than other usable arrangements for this

installation.

The conclusion was based on

consideration of the installed capacity and switching
arrangements satisfactory to system operation.

The

various leads are attached to the bus through circuit
breakers.

These features as well as instrumentation and

relaying are included in the switchgear.

The indoor type, metalclad switchgear was selected because of flexibility of operation,

centralization of

components and simplicity of installation and maintenance.
Indoor type gear was selected because outdoor type
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switchgear was considered to be unsatisfactory for
operation at this installation.

Metalclad gear was

selected because of the greater reliability afforded
over an open framework type and because there is less

chance of operator errors with the metalclad gear.
A switchgear voltage rating at 3,300 volts was

selected for economical reasons and conformance with

Afghanistan standards,

Switchgear of 2,400 volts,

Standard American Practice would have been less expensive
as an

item, however, the cost of transforming to comply

with other equipment would have more than offset the
saving in switchgear cost.

3.05

STATION SERVICE
This subsection presents information on the

facilities in the powerplant which were provided to supply the station service requirements.

Included are

paragraphs on station transformers, motor control center
and the facilities requiring station service power.
A.

Station Service Transformers
A station load study revealed that approxi-

mately 75 kilovolt- amperes of transformer capacity was
required.
One three phase transformer or three single

phase transformers could have been provided to supply
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the load.

To provide flexibility of the

single phase transformers were selected.

system, three

This arrange-

ment was selected because with one transformer out of
service, station service power is still available from
the remaining two transformers.

Three types of transformers were considered:
oil -filled, pyranol- filled and dry type.

Oil -filled

transformers present too great a fire hazard for use at
the

isolated plant.

The pyranol- filled type present a

toxic contamination danger in a closed plant such as

Girishk and was, therefore, not selected.

The dry type

transformer presents none of these problems and was
selected.
To conform to Afghanistan standards and to meet

powerplant requirements, three 50 cycle transformers
rated 25 kilovolt- amperes with a 3,300 volt primary were
selected.

The secondary side of the transformer can pro-

vide 240 single phase or 416 volt wye connected power.
B.

Motor Control Center
Power is delivered from the station service

transformers to the motor control center through a

manually- operated, three -pole, double- throw, three position switch, rated 600 volts, 200 amperes. This
switch permits power delivery either from the station

service transformers or the emergency diesel
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engine -driven generator set.

A motor control center was provided to facilitate

assembly of the various power distribution points of the
plant, as a means of protecting these components and to

bring the control of these components into a central
The motor control center

area.

safety.

is

metal enclosed for

The enclosure houses: the main switch control-

ling the power being delivered to the motor control

center; starters for all motors such as compressors and
pumps; strip heaters; and a power source for the alter-

nating current lighting panel.

Air circuit breakers are

provided to protect every circuit radiating from the
motor control center.
Two typical examples of the facilities receiving

power from the motor control center are the circuit for
raw water pump Number 2 motor and the lighting panel.

Raw Water Pump Number

2

Motor

-

The power from

the motor control center is fed through a circuit breaker
and contactor which is controlled by a selector switch,
all

located in the motor control center.

This power goes

to the five horsepower pump motor.

Lighting Panel

-

A lead from the motor control

center supplies power through a main 100
pole,

ampere

three -

air circuit breaker located in the alternating

current lighting panel which protects the panel board.
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Each lighting circuit

protected by branch circuit

is

breakers in the panel.

The alternating current

lighting

panel was matched to and supplied with the motor control

center by the same manufacturer.

The lighting panel is

rated 240/416 wye volts, three phase, four wire solid

neutral.

The main bus is rated 100 amperes and supplies

36 single -pole 20 amperes branch circuit breakers,

3.06

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
A 125 direct current system was selected as the

most dependable and satisfactory for all purposes of
intended use.

The station batteries and battery charger

feed power through the direct current distribution panel
to the control,

annunciating and protection systems as

well as to a minimum emergency lighting system.

The main

components of the direct current system are: station
battery, battery charger, direct current distribution
panel and use facilities.
A.

Station Battery
The station battery was sized on the basis of

three types of power loads.

One

load is of the contin-

uous operation type caused by control and indicating
light loads; a second type is of short term duration

caused by the tripping of circuit breakers.

The third

type is heavy loads of relatively long term duration
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imposed by emergency

lighting, which has a designed

maximum limitation of about three hours.

These

loads

must be supplied at all times for dependable operation.
To supply these loads,

a sixty cell,

jar battery was selected.

lead acid, plastic

The battery has a rating of

125 volts direct current with a one minute discharge
rate,

down to 1.75 volts per cell, of 150 amperes.

Battery Charger

B.

The battery charger selected for this instal-

lation

is

an automatic, voltage regulated charger with

an alternating current input rating of 240 volt single

phase, 50 cycles, and a direct current output rating of

four amperes at 129 to 140 volts.

The automatic charger

was selected to increase dependability of the direct

current system.

Under normal conditions, the automatic

feature regulates the rate of charging consistent with
the state of charge to the battery and the load demand
on the battery.
C.

Direct Current Distribution Panel and Use
Facilities

Both the station battery and battery charger,
feed into the direct current distribution panel, where
the control unit for the interconnection of the two is

located.

In addition to housing the battery switching
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control, the direct current distribution panel is a

centralizing point from which radiates the leads for
the various units requiring direct current power.
of these feeders

breaker.

is

Each

protected by a branch circuit

The direct current panel supplied by the manu-

facturer was a 125 volt, two -wire panel with a 100 ampere
main and eight two -pole branch circuit breakers, two of

which were 50 amperes, four were 30 amperes and two were
20 amperes.

The battery switching control supplied con-

tained a fused, 200 amperes, 250 volt switch and an
unfused, two -pole, 20 amperes battery charger switch.
The distribution panel feeds direct current power
to the various control,

protective, annunciating and

excitation devices that require direct current power, and
to the emergency lighting circuit.
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In this section of the report,

information is

presented on design of the features considered to be part
of the structural design of the powerplant.

Included

are subsections on: stability analysis; new additions to

powerplant structure; headgates and tailgates; and
trashracks.

STABILITY ANALYSIS

4.02

The economical selection of an outdoor type plant

instead of the indoor type originally planned required a
re- evaluation of overall structural stability.

The

primary effect on stability was from a reduction of
powerplant weight.

The heavy beams and columns which

would have been required to support the bridge crane were
replaced with a light gantry crane "A" frame.
A.

Assumptions
The following general conditions were assumed

making the stability analysis:
a.

The powerplant structure completed with

in
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turbine generator units Numbers
b.

1

and 2 in place.

Present maximum headwater assumed at

Elevation 827.3.
c.

Future maximum headwater assumed at

Elevation 828.3.
d.

The powerplant base slab assumed acting as

a continuous unit.

The following equations and assumptions were

used in computing various stability factors.

The

resultants shown after the equation represent the minimum
or maximum acceptable values for this
a.

installation.

Coefficient of sliding friction equals the

sum of horizontal forces divided by the sum of vertical
forces; maximum acceptable value, 0.50.
b.

Overturning factor of safety equals the sum

of the resisting moments divided by the sum of the over-

turning moments; minimum acceptable value, 1.50.
c.

Flotation ratio equals the sum of the down-

ward vertical forces divided by the sum of the upward

vertical forces; minimum acceptable value,
d.

1.25.

Soil pressure equals the sum of the downward

vertical forces minus the sum of the upward vertical
forces; the total divided by the cross sectional area of
the powerplant base; maximum allowable value, 20,000
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kilograms per square meter.
B.

Design Computations

Stability analysis studies were divided into four
principal cases.

Class

I

The four are:
-

Headwater at Elevation 828.3, no
tailwater, water in turbines, conduits empty and full uplift
pressure.

Class

II

-

Headwater Elevation 828.3, no tail

-

water, turbines and conduits empty,
full uplift pressure and wing walls

neglected.
Class III

-

Headwater Elevation 828.3, no tail water, Unit Number
of water,

1

turbine full

conduit empty, Units

Numbers 2 and 3 turbines and conduits empty, full uplift pressure
and wing walls neglected.

Class IV

-

Maximum headwater to maintain
stability against sliding, no tail water, full uplift,
and conduits empty.

all turbines

These condi-

tions verified, first neglecting
wing walls then including the
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sliding resistance at wing walls.

Design Results

C.

The following paragraphs present a summary of
the results of the design computations.

The values

shown represent the most critical results of all the
cases studied.
The most critical

loading condition for sliding

and overturning of the powerplant structure occurs when

the upstream bulkheads and gates are in, and conduits,

turbines, draft tubes and tailrace unwatered.

Under

these conditions and with the forebay water surface ele-

vation at 828.3 the following values were indicated:
a.

stream

Sliding of the powerplant structure down-

resisted partly by the friction of the bottom

is

slab against the soil and partly by the wing walls.

computed coefficient of friction against sliding

which

is

is

The

0.40

satisfactory, being less than the maximum value

of 0.50.
b.

Overturning factor of safety was found to be

1.71 which is satisfactory,

being larger than the minimum

value of 1.50.
The most critical flotation value occurs when the

forebay water surface

is at

water at Elevation 820.5.

Elevation 828.3 and the tail The computed flotation ratio
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was found to be 1.75 which is satisfactory, being higher

than the 1.25 minimum value.

Maximum bearing pressure was found to occur when
the forebay water surface is at Elevation 828.3, turbine

under full head and tailrace dry.

The maximum computed

bearing pressure at the toe was found to be approximately 16,000 kilograms per square meter which was
satisfactory, being less than the maximum value of
20,000.

4.03

NEW ADDITIONS TO POWERPLANT STRUCTURE
Structural features of the powerplant are shown

by the sections on Exhibits 3 and 4.

The new additions

to the existing powerplant substructure constructed

under the second stage development are indicated on the
drawing by the use of heavier outlines and shading.

Concrete additions include: walls of the mechanical
gallery and control room, walls enclosing the stairways,

combination ceiling

of the mechanical

gallery and floor

slab of the control room, combination control room roof
and generator deck slab and various beams and girders.

Miscellaneous additions to the powerplant includes the metal hatch cover and support, covering the
access hatch for placing equipment

inside the powerplant,

which was designed for a live load of 3,900 kilograms per
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square meter; a dogging arm designed for hanging tailgates on the downstream side of the powerplant; and a
stop provided on the gantry crane rail to prevent overrun.
A.

Design Criteria

Concrete additions to the structure were designed
to conform to the Standards of the American Concrete

Institute.

Reinforcement and other steels were designed

to conform to the requirements of the American Institute
of Steel Construction.

The following basic design

criteria were used:
1.

Concrete, ultimate 28 day compressive
strength, kilograms per square

centimeter
2.

,.

210

Concrete, allowable compressive unit
stress, kilograms per square

centimeter
3.

to concrete

.,

10

Seismic force loading, percent of

gravity
5.

95

Ratio, modulus of elasticity of
steel

4.

..

..

.,

Design loading at:
a)

Elevations 828.57 and 828.66

10
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1)

Column Line A upstream gantry
rail beam to Column Line D down-

stream gantry rail beam,

live

load, kilograms per square

meter
2)

4,000

..

Column Line D downstream

gantry rail beam to Column
Line E gallery outer wall,

'

live load, kilograms per

square meter
b)

2,450

..

Elevation 825.09
1)

Column Line D downstream gantry
rail beam to Column Line E

gallery outer wall, live load,
kilograms per square meter

-

1,450

Existing wall dowels were analysed for resistance
to lateral seismic forces only.
B.

Functional Requirements
The walls of the mechanical gallery and control

room enclose the areas and provide support for the

combination mechanical gallery ceiling and control room
floor and for the control room roof and generator deck.

Stairways were constructed to provide access to
the equipment in the mechanical gallery and control room.
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The combination mechanical gallery ceiling and

control room floor, and the control room roof deck,

designed to support the dead and live loads and thrusts
of the various

equipment and personnel

located in these

areas.
C.

Design
The downstream wall of the mechanical gallery and

control room was designed with a hinged joint between the
wall and the existing structure to minimize effect of

resistance to rotation.

Dowels

in the existing structure

were designed to resist only lateral

loads,

The wall

proper was designed to support the control room floor and

generator floor.

The wall, as constructed, is 300 milli-

meters thick and extends from Elevation 822.05 to Ele-

vation 828.93.

All other walls are partition walls and

were designed in accordance with the design requirements
for partition walls.

Stairways were provided at each end of the

gallery area.

They extend from the mechanical gallery

deck to the generator deck, with landings at each floor
and midway between floors.

The width of stairways is

106 centimeters,

The combination mechanical gallery ceiling and

control room floor was designed to support the equipment

installed in the control room and the live load resulting
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from personnel movement.

The beams supporting the slab

were assumed to be simply supported.

The slab as con-

structed is 20 centimeters thick, and the beams extend
64 centimeters below the floor elevation and are 36

centimeters wide.
The generator floor was designed to withstand
the loads and thrusts caused by the generator.
is

The slab

40 centimeters thick and is supported on beams.

beams

The

are 36 centimeters thick, assumed to be simply

supported, and extend 89 centimeters below the floor
elevation.
The crane rail runway girders were designed to

carry the full weight of the gantry crane when loaded to
the maximum.

This resulted in a conservative design,

because a portion of the load will be carried by the

existing slab and wall.
At various places,

the crane girders are sup-

ported by walls or cross beams of the existing structure, and the concrete of the crane girder acts only as
a filler to steady the crane and transmit forces to the

existing structure.

In order to economize,

the rein-

forcement steel at these places was considerably reduced.
The crane rail runway girders, as constructed, were 50

centimeters wide with a variable depth that maintained a
constant finish elevation of 829.05.
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HEADGATES AND TAILGATES

4.04
A.

Type
Two headgates and two tailgates of the bulkhead

type were provided for unwatering one unit bay.
was made for storing the gates when not

facilities include slots provided

in the

in use.

Provision
Storage

main deck over

the irrigation by -pass bays for the headgates and hooks

attached to the downstream wall of the powerplant for

hanging the tailgates.
The gates are of welded and bolted construction

with structural steel, wide flanged beams and channels
welded into frames faced with skin plates.

Each gates

is

fabricated in three sections to meet shipping requirements.

Lifting pins are provided for hoisting the gates

from the slots and are located for balancing of the gate
about the center of gravity.

Seals for the gates are provided to minimize
leakage after unwatering.

Seals are located on the down-

stream face of the headgates and upstream face of the
tailgates.

Each gate slot

is

furnished with bearing

plates to provide a smooth surface contact with the
seals.
B.

Design Criteria
The structural members are spaced according to
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load acceptance and are designed to withstand the hydraulic force exerted by an unbalanced head of water equal to

the height of a gate.

structure

is

Maximum unit stress of a gate

about 1,260 kilograms per square centimeter.

Ultimate unit stress on the lifting pins is

approximately 2,100 kilograms per square centimeter.
Allowable unit stress on the gate hanger

is

about 1,260

kilograms per square centimeter.
Gate seals have a minimum tensile strength of 210

kilograms per square centimeter,

and a Durometer hardness

reading in the 60 to 70 range.
C.

Design
In design of the head gates and tailgates, con-

sideration was given to the alternates of providing "true
gates"; those that can be closed off under flow conditions; or bulkheads

(herein referred to as bulkhead gates,

or gates), which can be raised or lowered,

balanced head conditions.

only under

For this installation,

the

most economical type of "true gate" was found to be a

fixed -wheel gate,

requiring bronze wheel bearings and

steel tracks set in the concrete.

A simple bulkhead gate was adopted for use in
the installation.

The bulkhead type was selected rather

than a "true gate" on the basis of economy and service

requirements.

The bulkhead type was found to be much
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less expensive for material cost and fabrication.

Under

normal conditions flow would be controlled by the wicket
gates and gates capable of operating under unbalanced

conditions would not be needed.

In the

remote case that

the wicket gates were inoperative when closure was to be

effected, the canal flow could be cut off upstream at the

diversion canal intake.
To balance the hydrostatic head on the headgates,
a by -pass filling

line was provided.

Normal filling time

was computed to be about 50 minutes.

The loads involved in gate handling are relatively
large and gate design was closely coordinated with gantry

crane and hoist design.
Headgates

and tailgates were designed for the

static stress resulting from an unbalanced hydraulic load
of 7.1 meters.

Wide flange beams, 25 centimeters deep,

were used throughout the gate.

Beams are spaced on

closer centerlines near the bottom of the gate where
stresses are larger than near the top of the gate where
lower stresses exist.

For the full unbalanced head condition, no seismic

allowance in the design was made, as the yield point
stresses were not exceeded.
In the gate design, the most critical condition

was found to result from the combined stresses of
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load and skinpiate effect.

hydraulic

The equivalent com-

bined stress was determined by utilizing a method developed by the University of Illionois.

The method is

reported in the University Bulletin Number 85.

In all

cases investigated, and particularly under combined
stress

loading, the stress on the steel was found to be

less than the 1,260 kilograms per square centimeter

allowable.
A corrosion allowance of 1.6 millimeters was pro-

vided on the skinpiate and horizontal beams.

The 1.6

millimeters was deducted from the usable area for design
purposes.

The effect on design is that many years from

now when the 1.6 millimeters has corroded away, the gate
will still have the design strength.

A standard "J" type seal was provided for this

particular installation.

These seals are fabricated from

high grade, synthetic molded rubber designed to provide
the required compression when the gates are in operating

position.

4.05

TRASHRACKS
To prevent large -sized foreign material from

passing through the turbines, suitable trashracks were
provided.

The size and number of racks wdre set by

design of the water passages.

Total outside dimensions
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of each rack are approximately 8.8 meters high by 4.4

meters wide.

Two separate trashracks were provided in

each of unit bays Numbers

1

and 2.

Each trashrack is a simple frame type, of steel

welded construction, fabricated in three sections for
ease of handling, each section consisting of spaced
vertical bars and horizontal plates welded into the channel frame to form a stable, rigid structure.

The size of

opening through the rack and consequent bar spacing was
set by the turbine manufacturer based on turbine

clearances.
Steel design allowed for a maximum unit stress of

1,400 kilograms per square centimeter loading, equivalent
to a hydraulic force exerted by a one meter differential

head.
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5.01

Design of the switchyard, transmission lines,

receiving stations and distribution systems

tively described in this section.

is

collec-

Many of the factors

affecting sizing and selection of the facilities are

common to the transmission, reception and distribution
phases.

The switchyard facilities are designed to con-

form with both powerplant and transmission lines requirements.

Design information on the switchyard has been

included in this section because of the similarity of

equipment as well as the electrical relationship.
A.

Criteria and Assumptions
Powerplant Rating

-

The powerplant generating

capacity and voltage rating was previously described. The
capacity established was 3,000 kilovolt- amperes, 0.8
power factor for the initial installation and 4,500 kilo-

volt- amperes at 0.8 power factor for the ultimate development.

Generation voltage was set at 3.3 kilovolts to

comply with Afghanistan standards.
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Load Centers -

The Government established step -

down substations at the locations and of the capacity

described as follows:

B.

1,

Girishk

-

100 kilovolt- amperes

2,

Chah- i -Anjir

-

200 kilovolt- amperes

3,

Nad -i -Ali

-

400 kilovolt- amperes

4,

Lashkar Gah

-

1,000 kilovolt- amperes

5.

Marja

-

400 kilovolt- amperes

Design

-

General

Design computations for the transmission line
selection were based on all available criteria and data.
The most important considerations were: generation and

utilization voltages; capacity; regulation; line charging
requirement; and transmission voltage.

Generation And Utilization Voltages

-

The gener-

ation voltage was established by generator considerations
and economics at 3.3 kilovolts.

The utilization voltage

of 3.3 kilovolts was selected on the basis of economy

resulting from system uniformity and conformance with

Afghanistan standards,
Capacity

-

Installed capacity of the generators

was set at 3,000 kilovolt- amperes at 0,8 power factor

while total receiving station capacity was set at 2,100

kilovolt- amperes,

The capacity selected for the
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transmission line was 4,500 kilowatts including power
losses. Providing transmission capacity in excess of in-

stalled capacity was considered warranted as the accrual
of annual charges for the increased

initial

investment

would be less than the replacement cost if the third unit
is

installed at any reasonable future date.

Regulation

-

Regulation studies were primarily

concerned with determination of voltage drop.
a change

in

Too great

generation voltage could have an adverse

effect on usage equipment such as motors.

voltage drop, considered to be desirable,
percent or less of the voltage rating.

Normally,
is

about 10

Switchyard trans-

formers were designed with four, two and one -half percent
high voltage taps above rated voltage while receiving
station transformers have two taps above and two below
rated voltage.
Line Charging Requirements -

Studies indicated

that the required amount of line charging capacity was

within the capability of one unit and, therefore, considered satisfactory.

Transmission Voltage

-

The transmission voltage

was based on a number of factors.

A careful

evaluation

of distances, power loss, conductor size and capacity led

to an economical selection of 44 kilovolts.
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SWITCHYARD

5.02

The 3.3 kilovolt voltage power

is

carried from

the switchgear by means of insulated conductors installed
in an underground, concrete

main transformers.

embedded duct bank to the

From the transformers, the power

fed to the transmission lines through a three -pole,

is

air

disconnect switch rated 600 amperes, 46 kilovolts.
For purposes of this report, the switchyard dis-

cussion

is

presented under the titles of transformers and

structural details.
A.

Transformers
Three single phase transformers rated 1,000 kilo-

volt- amperes each, were selected rather than one three
phase transformer rated 3,000 kilovolt- amperes.
done to reduce the physical

This was

individual unit size and to

retain the flexibility of the system obtained from use of
a multi -unit generator

installation.

Pyranol- filled or oil- filled transformers could
have been used.

The pyranol- filled transformer would

have the highest initial cost and, due to the isolated

area in which the project is located, replacement of the
pyranol, when required, would be difficult and costly.
The oil -filled transformer would have the lowest overall

cost, and the fire hazard objection to use in an indoor

.
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installation

is

not valid for an outdoor installation.

Oil- filled transformers, therefore, were selected.
Three self -cooled, single phase, 50 cycle power

transformers were supplied.

Transformer rating

is

1000/1150 kilovolt- amperes, 55 degrees Centigrade temperature rise, 101,000 grounded wye /25,400 -3300 delta volts

with four, two and one -half percent full capacity high
voltage taps all above rated voltage and three tank mounted, high voltage lightning arrestors.
B.

Structural Details
The structural details of the switchyard include

the substructure, the feeder structure and the fence.

Concrete for the substructure and feeder pole embedment
was designed to conform to the standards of the American

Concrete Institute.

All steel design conform to the

requirements of the American Institute of Steel Construction.

The following basic design criteria were used:
1.

Concrete, ultimate 28 -day compressive
strength, 210 kilograms per square

centimeter.
2.

Concrete, allowable compressive unit stress,
95 kilograms per square centimeter.

3.

Modulus of elasticity of steel to concrete,
ratio of 10.
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4.

Steel, allowable unit stress:
a)

Reinforcement, 1260 kilograms per square
centimeter.

b)

Feeder structure, 1400 kilograms per
square centimeter.

5.

Design load, substructure, 7320 kilograms
per square meter.

6.

Design loads, high voltage structure:
a)

Horizontal pull by transmission lines
at 30 degrees to normal

line of struc-

ture, 450 kilograms.
b)

Bracket loads 1.50 meters and 4.50
meters from top of poles,

and 225

11

kilograms respectively.
c)

Wind pressure, 73 kilograms per square
meter on 125 percent of area.

7.

8.

Required height of structures above slab:
a)

Low voltage structure, 3.90 meters

b)

High voltage structure, 10.08 meters

Required height of security fence, 2.44
meters.

The substructure,

as

designed,

is a

0.20 meter

thick concrete slab that is 7.40 meters wide and 8.65

meters long with two 0.25 meter wide and 0.60 meter deep
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footings along the sides. This substructure provides support for the existing transformer bank and was constructed

so that a future bank of three transformers could be

installed on the existing slab.
Poles are embedded in square concrete wells that
are constructed in the substructure.

The wells for the

low voltage poles are 1.60 meters deep, measured from the

top of slab, and 0.30 meters square.

For the high volt-

age, the wells are 2,80 meters deep, when measured from

the top of slab, and 0.45 meters square.

Blockouts were

provided so that another bank of high voltage poles could
be

installed when the future transformer bank is added.
The four low voltage poles are,

15 centimeters

diameter, steel pipe, 5.20 meters long, 3.90 meters of

which protrudes above the top of slab.
The high voltage poles were constructed in three

sections.

Two sections of 25 centimeters diameter pipe

and one section of 20 centimeters diameter pipe are

welded together to provide poles that extend 10.19 meters
above the top of slab.

Supported on the high voltage

structure are the various crossbars, air disconnect

switches, bus conductors, bus insulators and connectors
and lighting fixtures.

The 44 kilovolt output power is carried along the
bus conductor, through the air disconnect switch and
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Into the transmission lines for transmittal to the

various receiving stations of the system.

TRANSMISSION LINES

5.03

From the Girishk powerplant switchyard the transmission lines runs in a general southwesterly direction.
South of the Girishk, Chah- i -Anjir and Nad -i -Ali receiving stations,

line divides

the

into two branches.

One

branch terminates at Lashkar Gah and the other at Marja

receiving station.
The transmission line consists of a three phase
line with three No.2 American Wire Gage, Aluminum Con-

ductor Steel Reinforced conductors, spaced on 1.9 meter
centers and without transposition.

A 2L4 meter ruling

span was computed with a minimum clearance between con-

ductor and ground surface of 6.1 meters.
is

Each conductor

rated 165 amperes, has a diameter of 0.80 centimeter,

weighs about 136 kilograms per kilometer, and has an

ultimate strength of about 1400 kilograms.
A.

Transmission Line Poles
The loading conditions on the transmission poles

differ at different locations along the transmission
line.

For this reason,

each condition.

a type of pole was designed for

The types of poles designed and their

uses in the system are as follows:
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1.

Type "A" Poles: to be used on straight runs
of the line except at dead ends.

2.

Type "B" Poles: to be used at approximately

every tenth pole location in the straight
runs of the line, where otherwise type "A"

poles would be used.
3.

Type "C" Poles:

to be used for angles

the line up to 60 degrees but not

in

less than

five degrees and for dead ends.
4.

Type "D" Poles:

to be used for angles of

90 degrees and for tap locations.

Design considerations were different for each
type of pole.

Type "A" Poles had to be designed to

accommodate the weight of the line, dead weight, unequal
tension along the line, wind load, and a slight pull due
to the resultant of the tensile forces that would occur
if the

line angled slightly

pole.

Type "B" Poles serve as stability poles and also

as

(up to five degrees)

anchor poles when the line is broken.

at the

Type "B" Poles,

therefore, had to be designed for the same type of loads
as the Type "A"

Poles, and also for tension on one side

and no tension on the other side.
be designed for loads

Type "C" Poles had to

similar to those for Type "B"

Poles, but for unbalanced

loads of greater magnitude due
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to the greater angle permissible

in the

line.

The maxi-

mum loading conditions for Type "D" Poles are for the
poles used as corner poles.

The loads for which the "D"

type Poles had to be designed, therefore, were similar to
the

loads of the Type "B" Poles with the unbalanced load

effect, due to an angle in the line, increased.
The poles were designed in accordance with the

above design considerations,

The type "A" Poles were to

be fabricated in the field out of steel pipe.
"C" and "D"

Types "B ",

Poles were to be latticed -type poles, composed

of structural members, supplied by a manufacturer and

shipped to the project site.

The type "A" Poles were fab-

ricated by lap welding standard 25 centimeter and 20

centimeter steel pipe, each with a minimum length of 6.1
meters,

Type "A" Poles are provided with pin type in-

sulators which are 30 centimeters in diameter and arranged

with "tie -top" heads.

String or suspension type insula-

tors are supplied with "B ", "C" and "D" type poles. They
are composed of four, ball and socket type insulators,

25 centimeters in diameter and with an overall length of
about 50 centimeters.

All poles were equipped with

strain clamps, tower fittings, armor rods and other

hardware as needed.
Steel poles were preferred to other types of pole

because of their superior strength, dependability and
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ease of handling and erection.

Use of wooden poles was

considered but rejected as being uneconomical for this
particular project.

Concrete poles for the main trans-

mission line were not considered practicable with the
size of conductor involved.

5.04

RECEIVING STATIONS
Five receiving stations were provided as part of

the Girishk Power Development Project.

The location of

the stations was selected by the Government to correspond
to the

load centers described in subsection 5.01.

Each receiving

station is similarly equipped

except for the capacity of the transformers and the number of feeders radiating out of the stations into the

distribution systems.

Generally, the arrangement of each

station is the same.
Each station consists of the step -down transformers and structural features which include; the foun-

dation pad, the high and low voltage structures, and the
fencing.
A.

Transformers
The transformers at each station had to be rated

to accommodate the present load and a reasonable amount
of anticipated future load of the distribution system fed

by the station.

The transformer for each station had to
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convert the 44 kilovolt transmission voltage to the dis-

tribution voltage of 3.3 kilovolts, which

is

the same for

all primary distribution systems.

Oil- filled transformers were selected for the
same reasons that determined recommendation of the oil -

filled type for the main transformers.

-

Because of the

small size of the receiving station transformers, however,

three phase units were selected for each installation.
The system flexibility required at the switchyard is not

necessary at the receiving stations.

If the

switchyard

transformers were to be a single three phase unit and was
out of service,

all

without power.

Any one receiving station, on the other

hand,

of the distribution systems would be

affects only one distribution system, and if a

transformer were to be taken out of service, only a small
portion of the overall system would be affected.
Each of the transformers provided was an outdoor,

oil- insulated -self -cooled, three phase, 50 cycles, rated

44,000 volt delta -1910/3300 volt wye, with a 55 degrees
Centigrade temperature rise. Ratings for the transformers
at the various

locations were as follows:
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Receiving Station

Capacity, Kilovolt- amperes

Girishk

100

Chah -i -An j i r

200

Nad -i -Ali

400

Maria Camp

400

Lashkar Gah

10000

Between the 44 kilovolt transmission line and
each of the transformers

is

a three -pole gang- operated

disconnect switch and a power fuse that
protect the transformer.

station

is

sized to

The disconnect switch is for

removing the unit from the system.

equipped with oil

is

Each transformer

level and temperature indicators.

is

Each

also supplied with lightning arrestors on the

high voltage and low voltage sides of the transformer.

Three disconnect switches are provided on the low

voltage side, each capable

being

of

individually opened

under full load.
B.

Structural Features
With the exception of the high and low voltage

structures, the structural features of the receiving stations are similar to those of the switchyard.

Each sta-

tion is enclosed with the same type fencing that encloses
the switchyard.

The transformers are supported on con-

crete pads that were designed in accordance with the same
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criteria for which the switchyard slab was designed. Only
the transformer weights were different, which alterted
the design loads for the pads.

The transformer weights

for the receiving stations were as follows:

Receiving

Station

Transformer Weight, kilograms

Girishk

2,700

Chah -i -Anjir

3,800

Nad -i -Ali

5,000

Maria Camp

5,000

Lashkar Gah

7,300

The high voltage structure was designed according
to the following basic design criteria:

1.

Dead Load

-

1,040 kilograms

2.

Lateral Load

-

340 kilograms

3.

Wind Pressure

-

350 kilograms

4.

Transverse Horizontal Load

250 kilograms

5.

Allowable stresses and moduli of elasticity
for the materials used are the same as those

listed for the switchyard.

A lattice -type high voltage structure
at each receiving

is

supplied

station with insulators, clamps, fit-

tings and brackets as needed.
The low voltage structure was designed so that
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feeder lines for distribution systems could radiate in
any direction from the structure.

The poles of this
The

structure are constructed of standard steel pipe.
lower 2,74 meters

is

20 centimeters in diameter and

weighs 42.5 kilograms per meter.
meters into a concrete foundation.
meters

It

is

embedded 1.83

A reducer 15 centi-

long connects the 20 centimeter pipe to 5.68

meters of 15 centimeter, 28.6 kilograms per meter pipe,
giving a total pole height of 6.74 meters from the ground

elevation.

Cross bars made up of structural members

interconnect these poles in both directions.

This struc-

ture supports the various switches, fuses, buses and

hardware as needed.
C.

Distribution Systems
Each receiving station feeds a distribution sys-

tem consisting of both primary and secondary sections to
suit power demand.

The feeders are carried on poles to

the various load centers where stepdown transformers are

hung on the poles.

These transformers are standard oil -

filled distribution types rated 15 or 25 kilovolt- amperes.

They stepdown the 3.3 kilovolt, three phase primary
feeder to either 240 volts single phase or 416 volts
three phase as required for secondary distribution.

distribution system of each receiving stations
cribed briefly as follows:

is

The

des-
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1,

steel poles.

Girishk with three primary feeders carried on
Allowance

is

of secondary distribution

made for 600 kilovolt- amperes

transformers at 240 volts

single phase and 416 volts three phase.
2.

Chah- i -Anjir with one primary feeder carried

on concrete poles.

Allowance

is

made for 165 kilovolt -

amperes of secondary distribution transformers at 240
volts single phase and 416 volts three phase,
3.

Nad -i -Ali with one primary feeder carried on

concrete poles.

Allowance

is

made for 400 kilovolt -

amperes of secondary distribution transformers at 240
volts single phase and 416 volts three phase,
4.

Lashkar Gah with three primary feeders car-

ried on steel poles.

Allowance

is

made for 400 kilovolt -

amperes of secondary distribution transformers at 240
volt single phase or 416 volts three phase,
5.

Marla with one primary feeder carried on

concrete poles.

Allowance is made for 195 kilovolt -

amperes of secondary distribution transformers at 240

volts single phase and 416 volts three phase.
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6.01

6

CONCLUSION

GENERAL
No major problems developed during the course of

construction and the project was completed ahead of
schedule.

A few instances of interference between elec-

trical conduits and mechanical piping were discovered and

corrected in the field.
When preparations for unit acceptance tests were
made, however,

a major problem developed.

The remainder

of this section describes the problem and the corrective

measures taken.
6.02

PIPING ALONG MAIN CANAL
In 1959, the canal water surface upstream from

the powerhouse was raised to power pool

the flow through the by -pass gates.

level by reducing

Almost immediately,

piping was observed along both banks of the canal from a
point about 600 meters upstream of the powerhouse up to

station

3

+ 000 or a

little over 2000 meters,

A series of test wells were dug along the reach
to determine the quantity of water escaping and the poten-

tial damage to the main canal.
be very large, however,

as very

The quantity was found to

little material

appeared
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to be moving out of the fill

it

was decided to continue

the acceptance tests on a reduced time schedule.

All

tests were completed within two days.

A star shaped water rheostat was utilized as a
load.

The units fulfilled the requirements set forth in

the specifications.

They also met or exceeded the manu-

facturers guarantees and were satisfactory in every
respect except for unit two which had a tendency to vibrate rather severely on all except full

load conditions.

The static imbalance in the shaft causing this was sub-

sequently corrected by the manufacturers representative
and the units accepted.
As soon as the tests were completed,

the units

were shut down and the canal upstream from the powerhouse

dewatered by closing the Bogra Intake gates.

Upon de-

watering, it was found that the canal bottom,

in the

area where piping occurred, had eroded down through the

relatively impervious material into a loosely cemented,

geologically very recent caliche layer.

This layer

exists extensively under the project area and is composed
of cemented limestone with lenses
is

of gypsum.

The material

highly pervious, especially where the lenses of gypsum

have dissolved out.
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6.03

ORIGINAL CANAL DESIGN
When the main canal was originally designed and

built in the period 1946 to 1950,
governed.

several considerations

The design capacity was based on power

requirements of 75 cubic meters per second rather than
irrigation requirements which were not expected to ever
exceed 45 cubic meters per second.

Depth of cut was

determined by the location of the caliche layer under the
canal alignment.
as high as

Water surface elevation was to be kept

practical for both power generation and to

feed a small existing canal that would be cut by the

alignment selected.

The small canal was one of the few

existing successful irrigation projects in the area and
its continuance was considered to be necessary for demon-

stration and other purposes.

The location and alignment

of the Bogra Canal was fixed within narrow

limits by the

Helmand River on the left and a hill mass on the right.
Lastly the normal heavy sediment load of the Helmand

River indicated the desirability of providing a silt
basin upstream from the powerhouse.
In satisfying all these criteria,

the canal bot-

tom was set by requiring at least a two foot cover over
the caliche layer.

The alignment was rotated from the

hill mass until a non -scouring, non -depositing slope

could be maintained. This slope was uniformly maintained
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from the intake structure to station 5

+ 000.

At this

point the caliche layer dipped and the slope was in-

creased.

The powerhouse was located at station 5 + 700.

The depth of water immediately in front of the powerhouse
was selected on the basis of ideal approach velocity just

upstream from the units.

From the invert thus selected,

the canal bottom sloped uniformly up to the invert eleva-

tion at station 5 + 000.

Although the slope in the reach 5 + 000 to 5
5+700
was critical as far as scour was concerned,

the water

surface would have to be kept at a sufficiently high ele-

vation to supply water to the severed canal upstream and
it

was expected that the velocity would never become

critical.

With the canal water surface at power pool

elevation, the velocity, in fact, would be even lower
than in the upstream reaches and would encourage the

deposition of sediments.

'

6.04

ACTUAL OPERATION
After this portion of the project was completed,

it

was turned over to the owner who supplied personnel to

be trained as operators.

As soon as they were trained,

the operation was intrusted to their hands.

Between when

the operation was commenced and installation of the units

completed,

the farmers who had been supplied water by the
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small canal, which was severed, were offered

project area.

land in the

As their land was marginal from years of

intensive farming most accepted the new land.

The few

that remained received sufficient water from canal see-

page and the need for keeping a high canal water surface
.

no longer existed.

The operators decided it would be
They, there-

easier to operate only one set of gates.

fore, opened the by -pass gates at the powerhouse wide

open and locked them in that position.

From then until

1959, regulation of canal flow was by operation of the

canal intake gates only.
During this period, the 20 to 30 cubic meters per
second flow apparently started scouring the canal bottom
at

station 5 + 000.

The scour continued until the highly

caliche layer was cut into.
pervious
__

The erosion extend-

_

ed upstream to station 3 + 000 where a particularly dense

caliche layer which had required blasting during construction apparently stopped the progress.

6.05

ALTERNATIVE CORRECTIVE MEASURES
Two things were decided without much question.

First the canal

in the

have to be lined.

reach

3

+ 000 to 5 + 000 would

Second, the only available lining

material was a slightly clayey silt located within a two
mile haul distance.

Both concrete and asphaltic type
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linings were considered to be impractical due to the isolation of the project and high cost of imported items
such as cement and asphalt.
Use of an earth lining would solve the leakage
problem,

however,

the problem,

face.

it

would in no way solve the cause of

that is rapid draw down of canal water sur-

Rapid draw down, causing erosion of the new earth

blanket could occur during three types of operation.
If the

Bogra intake gates were closed while the

Girishk units were running and /or the by -pass gates open,
the canal would

rapidly empty.

During part of the empty-

ing procedure, near the end, velocities at station

would become excessive and scour result.

5 +000

The control

elevation at station 5 + 000 was left virtually intact
during the previous scour due to the resistance of the

caliche material to scour.

This was considered to be the

least serious due to the short duration of velocities

capable of producing scour.
The second condition would exist when the flow
past the power plant exceeded the flow through the intake

gates.

Any number of circumstances could cause this con-

dition, however,

only faultly by -pass gate operation was

considered to be serious.

Any operation when the turbine

generating units were operating normally would trip one
of warning devices such as the

low headwater indicator.
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The by -pass gates operating by themselves, however, could
pass more than 75 cubic meters per second in the wide

open position and were capable of causing a lowering of
the canal water surface

in the

vicinity of the powerhouse

and consequently eroding velocities at station 5 + 000.

This could happen due to misoperation or failure of the
gates in the open position.

This possibility was con-

siderably enhanced when the by -pass gates were motorized
to provide for more uniform conditions of flow downstream

from the powerhouse upon load rejection and similar occurrences.

This condition would only be serious if the

powerhouse attendants, guards and operators were inattentive to their duties.
The last and most dangerous condition would occur

upon runaway of the units.

Runaway conditions would

exist if six or more wicket gate links should fail or the

governor become inoperative.
canal type,

As is common with most

low head units with upstream control a short

distance away, no provisions against runaway were made
except to specify that the turbines and generators be

capable of operation over extended periods at full runaway speed.

At the Girishk site, with Bogra intake gates

providing positive control about three miles upstream, no

necessity was seen during either original or second stage
design for auxiliary control of flow during runaway.
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A study was made to determine the extent of modifications

required to existing facilities and structures

to provide the requisite auxiliary control.

The least

expensive method was found to consist of storing the one
set of head gates and one set of tailwater gates

in the

upstream gate slots and providing a knockout type release
mechanism.

The gates were designed for opening and

closing under balanced head conditions, therefore, another stress strain analysis was made with particular

emphasis on the skin plate stresses.

The gate was found

to be strong enough to withstand the additional

with no serious reductions

in the

stress

factor of safety.

After it was determined that the gate was struc-

turally sound, a detailed study was made of the complex

interaction of falling head, decreasing sized orifice and
friction between the gate and slots.

This study revealed

that either the gates would have to be heavily weighted
or modified with wheels to allow them to close far enough

to be effective.

The additional weight was computed to be in ex-

cess of two tons per gate and although this amount could

have been made by casting concrete between the gate ribs,
the entire gantry crane and structure would require mod-

ification to be able to handle the weighted gates.

Attaching wheels would have required such extensive
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modifications that
the gates.

it

would have been easier to re -build

Either of these alternates,

however, proved

to be expensive and as they would not solve the other two

conditions, the less expensive alternate of moving the
control point was adopted.
6.06

SELECTED PLAN
The plan finally selected consisted of construc-

tion of a low concrete dam in the canal just upstream

from the powerhouse intake slab.
as

it

might be called

is

at

The dam crest or weir

the same elevation as the

canal bottom at station 5 f 000.

Erosive velocities can-

not be formed by an operation resulting in canal draw -

down and the silt collection pool is still effective.
Sediment, however, must now be manually removed instead
of being flushed as previously provided.

Another dis-

advantage is that approach flow to the units is somewhat
distorted, however, no serious adverse effects are
expected.
Two types of structure were considered; a monolithic shape

located upstream and detached from the power-

house structure and a counterfort structure abuted
against the intake floor slab of the powerhouse. A check
was made on stability against sliding of the powerhouse
and as the stability was not adversely affected, the

less
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expensive counterfort structure was selected.
An alternate plan of revetting the slope between

stations 5 + 000 and 5 + 7000 was rejected because of the
lack of suitable rock and excessive cost of alternate

materials.

